Let s n (x) =a/2^v"i(a" cos vx+b p sin vx) be the partial sum of the Fourier series of an integrable periodic function f(t) of period 2r, and let0(/) « {f(x+t)+f(x-t)-2s}/2.
= o(n log log n), as n->oo.
To prove this theorem we require the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. If P(u) and F(u) are non-negative integrable f unctions in (a, ô), and \f/(x) is a convex f unction in (0, <*> ), iK ƒ P(u)F(u)du / ƒ P(fô<foj

^ f P(«)^{F(i#)}d« / f P(«d<*«.
This is the well known Jensen inequality (Hardy-LittlewoodPólya [2] 
Hence by Lemma 1 it suffices to prove that
J n-1 log n t 
